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Line-up

Serie Rim Size description

70 15 205/70 R15 96T 

16 215/70 R16 100T 

225/70 R16 103T 

245/70 R16 107T 

245/70 R16 111T Xl

65 16 215/65 R16 98T 

215/65 R16 102H Xl

255/65 R16 109H 

17 225/65 R17 102H 

235/65 R17 104H 

235/65 R17 108H Xl

245/65 R17 111H Xl

265/65 R17 112H 

60 18 235/60 R18 107H Xl

235/60 R18 107V Xl

255/60 R18 112H Xl

55 17 225/55 R17 101V Xl

235/55 R17 99H 

18 225/55 R18 98V 

255/55 R18 109H Xl

255/55 R18 109V Xl

19 235/55 R19 105V Xl

50 18 235/50 R18 97H 

19 255/50 R19 107V Xl

40 20 275/40 R20 106V Xl

Meet the new 
BLizzak LM-80

ResoluTe PeRfoRmance
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Resolute performance

discover the exhilaration of winter with 
the all-new SuV and 4x4 winter tyre from 
Bridgestone. Setting new standards for 
safety, comfort and performance, the 
Blizzak LM-80 offers outstanding handling 
characteristics in all conditions. 

High-volume grooves move 
slush and water away from 
the contact patch

➡ maximum safety 
 and reliability

stiff shoulder blocks for 
cornering power

central Rib for straight-line stability

tread pattern design

- unidirectional pattern
- High groove volume
- High pattern stiffness

➡ secure snow traction 
  in any condition

Multidirectional sipes

The multidirectional sipes, 
in turn, increase the number 
of biting edges for 
maximum traction 
while cornering.

The tyre’s stiff shoulder blocks and central rib offer superb straight-
line stability and precision response in all conditions.

one of the main advantages of the blizzak lm-80 is its outstanding 
performance in slush and on wet surfaces without compromising 
on winter performance.

Representing the pinnacle of technological 
innovation, the blizzak lm-80’s superior tread 
design and advanced materials engineering offer 
outstanding all-round performance on snow, in 
the wet and on dry surfaces.

- increased winter performance on snow & ice
- Higher wet grip
- excellent handling on dry roads

Snow peRfoRMance dRy peRfoRMance

The tyre’s outer tread compound is optimised for maximum traction 
at low temperatures while the under-tread compound reduces 
internal heat build-up, resulting in lower rolling resistance and, in 
turn, reduced fuel consumption. and with its pattern optimised to 
reduce noise, the blizzak lm-80 ensures a smooth, relaxing ride.

The blizzak lm-80’s characteristic balanced performance 
guarantees superior safety and handling on all surfaces from 
autumn to spring.

aLL-Round peRfoRMeR winteR conditionS SLuSh/wet peRfoRMance

coMpound

• superior lamellen design for balanced control on winter 
road surfaces

• unidirectional tread with advanced sipe platforms designed 
for winter traction and handling on snow and ice

• High-volume transversal grooves to clear water and slush 
for superior wet grip

• Revolutionary winter compound for reliable and efficient 
performance


